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INTRODUCTION FROM THE CHAIR OF TRUSTEES

This year was NPC’s 15th birthday and, while we celebrate what we’ve achieved in the last 15 years, it is also a time to focus 
on the future. What we can do, in these changing and challenging times, to use our finite resources in ways that will achieve 
the most impact, and that will prompt and support the charity and foundation sector to improve.

More than once this year I’ve heard it said that NPC punches above its weight. NPC started 15 years ago as essentially a 
research organisation for philanthropists. Since then it has significantly evolved in its quest to achieve change in the sector. 
We combine consulting work, free resources, innovative projects, partnership working on programmes, and policy work 
and broader communications capacity. This range of approaches means we can put many tools to use in our task of putting 
impact at the heart of the sector. It is important for us moving forward to ensure that these elements of NPC continue to 
complement each other and deliver more than the sum of the parts.

A highlight of this year has been the launch of our State of the Sector research report, Charities taking charge. This 
argues that the sector must be bold in tackling the problems that are thrown at it, and demonstrates some of the ways 
in which charity leaders are responding to challenging times. It has provided inspiration and provocation and had great 
engagement from people across the sector. We intend to build on this research base and the interest and momentum it has 
generated next year. The work of our consulting team has continued to go from strength to strength, working with clients 
such as Scope, Alzheimer’s Society and Lloyds Foundation, as well as in partnerships on the Access Foundation’s Impact 
Management Programme and Inspiring Impact. In addition, our programme of topical events, seminars and training, and 
‘how-to’ publications and blogs for the sector continue to get great engagement and feedback, and fulfil our aim to share 
our expertise and the knowledge we build far beyond our base of consulting clients.

We’re also mindful as trustees of how the evolving debates in the sector apply to NPC. Impact, diversity, digital, strategy, 
boldness—as highlighted in our State of the Sector research—have all formed part of our discussions over the year, as have 
debates prompted by the newly revised Governance Code.

What is a birthday if not an excuse for a party? We created opportunities this year to get together many people who have 
contributed to shaping and building NPC over the years—trustees, staff, funders, clients and partners. Not only were they 
fun, but they demonstrated the sense of community and commitment around what NPC aims to achieve, and made us 
fully appreciate the impact made by people who’ve been involved with NPC over the years.

The scale of NPC’s activities has never been greater and we all look forward to maintaining and building upon this exciting 
momentum.

My thanks go, as always, to our funders, our Supporters’ Circle as well as to my fellow trustees, and the whole team at NPC. 

 
Richard Atterbury
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https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/charities-taking-charge/


A MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

In 2017 NPC celebrates 15 years. That is something that we are proud of–-and we can reflect on a lot of achievement 
towards our goal of helping make the charity sector more impactful. But it also makes us reflect on where we stand now in 
the sector and how we use our strength to pursue our mission.

We are now firmly part of the voluntary sector. We enjoy and value working with many other organisations to help pursue 
our mission. It’s because we know we cannot achieve everything on our own that we have done much more of this in recent 
years, such as working with others in programmes like Inspiring Impact, Access Impact Management Programme and the 
Youth Investment Fund.

But while we always join with others when it makes sense, we will and must keep our own distinctive perspective.

We place the importance of impact way above where others put it. We are not a membership body so sometimes we must 
talk more sharply than membership bodies like NCVO or ACF can or ever would, both in terms of our messages to the 
sector and to government and regulators. This is as it should be. We are a critical friend not a defender of any status quo. 
Equally we are not just another consultant to the not-for-profit sector. Mission-based consulting is what we are about.

Our major projects over the last year—the excellent State of the Sector programme, our latest thinking on What makes a 
good charity? and our major project on Global innovations in measurement and evaluation—have all pushed the boat out 
to try and inspire, goad and support the sector to be ambitious and reach for the sky. We have been pushing digital and 
data, as we see this as an area that the sector is finding it hard to embrace, but also one where developments can enable 
the sector to shift to a more asset and user-based one, away from the top down, slow-moving, and paternalistic approach 
that tends to predominate.

From another perspective much of our policy work—giving evidence to Select Committees, expressing our ideas in letters 
to the political parties in the 2017 election, arguing for changes to the regulations of the Charity Commission to put impact 
and transparency higher up the agenda—argues strongly for what we believe will create a better, stronger sector.

We also call out those making it hard for the sector, too often different layers of the public sector. Our extensive work 
in health—plus work in criminal justice, children in care and schools—has shown us that the statutory sector needs to 
think harder about how to embrace the talents and energy that the voluntary sector can bring. The private sector too can 
do better as well: we hope that our forthcoming publication on charity partnerships will start to help shift the dial here. 
Meanwhile, our work in impact investing and social investment aims to make sure that these are things that help deliver 
social change, not just make investors feel good.

NPC’s ability to achieve any of this is only possible due to our excellent team—hardworking, smart and passionate 
colleagues who are dedicated to the cause. Thanks too to my supportive and challenging trustees and especially my Chair 
who helps us in so many ways.

 

Dan Corry
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https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/good-charity/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/global-innovations-in-measurement-and-evaluation/
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NPC’S ACHIEVEMENTS AND 
HIGHLIGHTS 2016/2017 

of clients feel 
positive about NPC. 

100% 

84  
research and consulting 

 clients...

...including charities, trusts and 
foundations, philanthropists

73% 

of our clients in the 
past year have used our 

services before

8.6/10 

score from clients for the 
quality of our outputs, such 
as relevance of content and 
recommendations

of clients said they 
were ‘very likely’ to 
make changes as a 

result of working 
with NPC, and  
19% said they  

were ‘fairly likely’

69% 

69% 

believe NPC has 
influenced their thinking 

to ‘some extent’ or a 
‘great extent’
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approx 

250,000 
downloads of our publications

2,100attendees  at 42 events 

of attendees found 
our training useful and 
81% think they will or 

might make changes 
as a result of what 

they learnt on the day.

85% 

112,402   

unique visitors to our website

398,423  
 total page views

94% 

of those involved 
taking actions 
believe it will 
help them be 
a ‘great deal 

more effective’ 
or a ‘little more 

effective
...1,845 

...18,668

increase in our social media followers to...

13% 

30% 

68% 
of survey respondents 
think NPC have a positive 
influence on the sector

People we asked  
say NPC is...

...trusted and relevant: 8/10

...good quality: 9/10
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Our vision
Our vision is for a charity sector that makes the most of its resources, improves more lives and achieves the maximum impact 
possible.

In this world, charities, social enterprises, funders and investors are clear about what they want to achieve, their strategies are 
based on evidence and a clear theory of change, and there is a focus on continual learning and improvement. Charities and 
funders work together to achieve common goals and they share information on what works—and what does not. The sector 
also has the infrastructure and policies in place to help maximise its impact.

Our mission 
Our mission is to transform the charity sector by increasing the impact of charities, increasing the impact of funders, and 
strengthening the partnership between the two.

Increasing the impact of charities: NPC exists to make charities and social enterprises more successful in achieving their 
missions. Through rigorous analysis, practical advice and innovative thinking we make charities’ money, efforts and energy go 
further and help them to achieve the greatest impact.

Increasing the impact of funders: NPC aims to make funders more successful too. We share the passion funders have for 
helping charities and for changing people’s lives. We understand their motivations and their objectives, and we know that giving 
is more rewarding if it achieves the greatest possible impact.

Strengthening the partnership between charities and funders: NPC also brings the two sides of the funding equation 
together, improving understanding and enhancing their combined impact. We use our convening power to encourage dialogue 
and discussion and we champion shared approaches to common problems.

ABOUT NPC (NEW PHILANTHROPY CAPITAL)

Transforming the charity sector

NPC is a consultancy and think tank dedicated to helping charities and funders achieve the greatest 
impact possible for the causes they address and the people they serve.

Charities play a critical role in solving the social problems facing the UK today. In these difficult economic 
times, charities are more important than ever. So too is the vital role of an analytical and independent 
organisation like NPC, which injects fresh thinking and pioneer’s new approaches in the charity and non-
profit sector so that it can respond as effectively as possible.

We work hard to harness the passion and commitment of charities and funders in order to help them 
become more successful.

Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Our activities 
NPC occupies a unique position at the nexus between charities and funders, helping them achieve the greatest impact. We 
are driven by the values and mission of the charity sector, to which we bring the rigour, clarity and analysis needed to better 
achieve the outcomes we all seek. We also share the motivations and passion of funders, to which we bring our expertise, 
experience and track record of success.

As a consultancy, we work with charities, social enterprises, foundations, businesses, government and individuals to help them 
overcome obstacles to effectiveness, and to help us learn more about the issues the sector faces.

As the independent think tank for the charity sector, we shine a spotlight on the obstacles holding the sector back and develop 
solutions to overcome them. We inspire new thinking and catalyse change in practice and in policy so that the whole sector can 
achieve a greater impact. We also make connections, bringing together organisations and thinking and developing shared approaches.

NPC’s dual role as a consultancy and a think tank means that it is ideally placed to understand and influence the sector and, 
ultimately, to transform it.

Our theory of change
As articulated in our theory of change, our vision of a transformed charity sector is driven by our passion to improve the lives of 
the people charities serve. We target change at two levels: change within individual or small groups of charities and funders; and 
change in many organisations across the sector. 

This theory of change is at the heart of NPC’s approach to measuring its impact. To track our impact, we collect and analyse data 
on the direct and indirect outcomes identified in our theory of change, and our outputs. This data is gathered from a range of 
sources including surveys of clients and other stakeholders, feedback forms from participants at events and web analytics tools.

Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 June 2017

Charities & 
funders are 
inspired to 
measure and 
increase their 
effectiveness

Charities 
& funders 
access skills 
& knowledge 
to increase 
effectiveness

Charities 
& funders 
understand 
their 
effectiveness

Charities 
increase their 
impact

Effective 
charities are 
funded/grow

The lives of 
people served 
by charities 
improve

Charities & 
funders are 
aware of good 
practices

Barriers/
opportunities 
to increasing 
impact are 
known and 
understood

Barriers/
opportunities 
to increasing 
impact are 
adressed by 
sector

Structures 
and processes 
support 
effectivness 
of funders and 
charities

Charities 
demonstrate 
their impact  
to funders

Funders target 
and support 
effective 
charities

Change for  
organisations

Change for the  
charity sector
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ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

NPC’s work spans four main areas, and our key activities, achievements and case studies are 

detailed under these headings:

Consulting

Our research and consulting team works directly with charities and funders to deliver 
independent advice and to support them to be more effective.

Think tank

Our think tank work pioneers solutions and provides an independent voice on issues affecting 
charities and funders.

Communications

Our communications activities help us to disseminate our research and share our perspectives 
as well as convene and stimulate debate in the sector.

Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Consulting
 
In 2016/2017 we worked with 84 research and consulting clients, including charities, trusts and foundations, philanthropists, 
businesses and government. The level of repeat business (73% of our clients in the last year have used our services before) 
demonstrates that our clients value our support.

Our work for clients ranged from strategic reviews to practical training workshops, and included developing theories of change and 
impact measurement approaches, and providing strategic advice and operational support for grant-makers. We also delivered 12 
public training workshops, reaching 130 people from charities and funders of different sizes, covering topics such as developing a 
theory of change and an introduction to working with data for charities.

We seek to understand and demonstrate the impact of these activities by surveying our clients after our projects have been 
completed and through delegate feedback forms at events, as well as through individual case studies. Over the last year we 
received the following feedback from clients (there were 26 responses in total, which is a response rate of 72% of completed 
projects).

• 100% of clients feel positive about NPC. 

• 69% of clients said they were ‘very likely’ to make changes as a result of working with NPC, and 19% said they were  
‘fairly likely’. 

• Our clients gave us an average rating of 8.6 out of 10 for the quality of our outputs, such as relevance of content and 
recommendations.

• For the process of working with clients, such as how we engaged stakeholders, we received an average rating of 7.7 out of 10. 

Feedback from participants on our 12 training courses shows that, on average, 85% of attendees found the training useful and 
81% think they will or might make changes as a result of what they learnt on the day.

While the primary aim of our consulting work is to support organisations to make changes that will enhance their effectiveness, 
we also aim to extract lessons and insights from our consulting projects and to share these with a wider audience through think 
tank and communications activities such as publications, seminars and conferences.

Comments from clients:

‘Great communicators. They helped us to refine our impact value 
proposition and articulate our theory of change.’

The Freebird Club

‘NPC facilitated an excellent workshop which brought a diverse range 
of stakeholders together. They articulated our goal and our outcomes 
very clearly and, since then the whole project set up was much 
smoother as everyone knew what we were striving for.’ 

Mental Health and Money Advice

‘Very responsive and accessible team.’

Forces in Mind Trust
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The Lloyds Bank Foundation for England & Wales is one of the UK’s largest grant-making trusts, investing in 
charities that support people to break out of disadvantage and promoting practical approaches to lasting change.

The Foundation commissioned NPC to conduct research to inform its new strategy. It wanted to explore 
the different approaches grant-makers take in two areas—supporting grantees with their own organisational 
development, and influencing social change—with a view to helping the Foundation determine how it could 
improve and develop its role and support offer.

We concentrated the research on international approaches, drawing on our networks to find interesting models 
across the world. This was combined with extensive desk research and a series of interviews to review the 
evidence base and capture learning from across the sector and beyond.

We used the findings from this research phase to develop a typology of funding approaches, accompanied by 
advice for working in these areas and identification of the various benefits and trade-offs each brings. These 
findings were presented at an away day with the Foundation’s staff and we facilitated further discussions to help 
staff think through how these approaches could work within their specific context. A final report bringing together 
all our findings and recommendations was also produced.

The Foundation tells us the findings have framed scoping and planning for both organisational development and 
influencing in its new strategy.

‘NPC were very responsive and were able to provide expertise in a very 
specialist subject in grant-making.’      

Alex Van Vliet, Research and Data Analyst

CASE STUDIES

Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Alzheimer’s Society is the UK’s leading dementia support and research charity for anyone 
affected by any form of dementia in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. NPC has 
worked with Alzheimer’s Society several times—on this occasion we helped create an 
impact framework, resulting in several theories of change, including one for the whole 
organisation.

We began by supporting the Society with reviewing the evidence needs for the 
organisation’s three strategic areas. The aim of the project was to get the key stakeholders 
to think through organisational processes and create new evaluation plans.

Throughout the project Alzheimer’s Society were able to make changes based on the support from NPC as critical 
friend. Whilst it is too early to measure tangible outcomes, the result of this work meant new tools are being 
introduced in the organisation.

‘NPC provided the sounding board we needed. Their constructive 
questioning and useful suggestions gave us added confidence to push 
forward with this work.’     

Jane Took, Evaluation and Programme Manager

Scope is a large nationwide charity that provides information, advice, support and services for disabled 
people. When Scope came to NPC they were transforming their strategy. They wanted to see how 
they could influence change over the next 3–5 years, measure that change, and hold themselves to 
account for it. Scope commissioned us to support them in creating a theory of change for the whole 
organisation, and more detailed theories of change for their five strategic goals.

NPC worked closely with Scope from the outset in order to familiarise ourselves with existing processes and outcomes, 
and determine how these would feed into the overall organisational theory of change. We ran four full day workshops 
with Scope staff. The final products included six theories of change, as well as measurement guidance.

Scope tell us they found this work and its outputs extremely valuable. They have noted that the theories of 
change have become a useful tool in conceptualising how we will achieve Everyday Equality and the theory of 
change has helped link all our activities to our social change focus. Scope have recruited an Impact Manager and 
are using these theories of change to influence how they measure their impact going forward.

‘The process brought people together and got them in the same place 
and staff found this motivating.’   

Anna Bird, Executive Director of Policy and Research
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The DHL UK Foundation is a registered charity working in partnership with the DHL 
businesses in the UK, charity partners and DHL colleagues nationwide to help disadvantaged 
young people access the best possible education and prepare for the world of work.

NPC worked with the DHL UK Foundation to help proactively source a new charity partner. 
The Foundation had a number of criteria that it was looking for in this new partnership. In 
particular it was looking for a partner that supported young people in areas close to DHL UK 
sites, had evidence of impact and the ability to offer engaging volunteering opportunities to 
the staff of DHL.

NPC worked to research charities that would meet DHL’s criteria. Our two-stage process identified 20 charities 
that fitted these criteria, with six charities eventually shortlisted for further due diligence. NPC’s grant-making 
advice to the Foundation was informed by an analysis of the charities’ accounts, researching their track 
record with other corporate partners and interviewing the charities to determine their potential for employee 
engagement. Street League, a leading sport for employment charity, was selected to be its new partner. DHL UK 
Foundation are now supporting the charity in Birmingham and Liverpool, providing expertise and opportunities 
for young people through world of work days, employability sessions and sport.

‘NPC supported us to find a new charity partner by providing 
independent analysis and advice’  

Sonia Chatwal, Director

Age Exchange is a charity using reminiscence arts with older people, people with 
dementia and their carers. They work in care homes and day centres, provide training 
in reminiscence arts, and run a café and community hub in Blackheath, London. Age 
Exchange contacted NPC for help developing a theory of change and evaluation 
framework to coincide with their new strategy.

Age Exchange wanted to gather evidence of the impact of its work with older people, people with dementia and carers, 
and to ensure that all the charity’s activities contributed to its goal. A priority for the new strategy was to improve the 
financial sustainability of the organisation, including the development of new income streams. We worked with the 
organisation to run a theory of change workshop with staff and provide a write up.

This was the foundation for creating a measurement framework, which drew on existing evidence and tools relevant to 
their work. Finally, we made practical recommendations for implementing the approach.

Age Exchange has been gradually implementing the measurement framework across its services, and using the 
evidence review in conversations with partners. The theory of change has helped focus on Age Exchange’s key goals, and 
communicate its story to others.

‘NPC lived up to my expectations of being one of the market leaders in 
the sector.’

Rebecca Packwood, Chief Executive
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Think tank
 
Through our work as the independent think tank for the sector we aim to provide thought leadership and pioneer solutions. We 
draw on the insights gained through our consulting work to create sector-wide change, including by identifying issues that prevent 
the sector from achieving its potential, exploring ways to overcome them, and working with partners to catalyse the change 
needed.

Over the last year, we have been a powerful voice in the charity sector, influencing policy and creating debate across a wide 
range of issues. We have done this through original research, practical projects and partnerships, media activities and the events 
we organise and speak at. The centrepiece of our think tank agenda this year has been our State of the Sector programme of work 
(more detail below), and the publication Charities taking charge.

It has been an active year for our policy work. In October 2016 we responded and gave evidence to The Lords Select Committee’s 
review of the sustainability of the charity sector, and in March were pleased to see a number of our recommendations taken up. In 
particular we welcomed the recognition of the importance of charities understanding and demonstrating their impact, not least 
to ensure transparency and accountability to stakeholders including beneficiaries, and recognition for efforts such as the Inspiring 
Impact programme. We also inputted to the consultation on the revised Charity Governance Code, and were pleased to see some 
of our recommendations around putting the impact at the centre of what boards consider taken up.

On the back of State of the Sector and Dan Corry and Gerry Stoker’s pamphlet on putting civil society at the heart of policy 
thinking, we refined and focused our policy positions and asks. In May we sent an open letter to the leaders of the main political 
parties setting out four suggestions on how the next government could strengthen civil society. We provided analysis blogs in the 
run-up to the election, responding to the result and in response to the Queen’s speech, which achieved a number of mentions 
in the sector press. Building on these asks and using our State of the Sector findings we have had briefings with the Charity 
Commission and the Office for Civil Society (OCS), as well as individual meetings with the CEO of the Charity Commission, and 
the Director of OCS.

Alongside this we continued to publish resources to help and challenge charities and funders to increase their effectiveness 
and to share our knowledge through a range of seminars and training sessions. We published Above and beyond in December 
2016, which draws on insights from fifteen years of working with charities to explore how boards can get the most from their 
organisations and do the best for their beneficiaries. A highlight this year was Global innovations in measurement and evaluation, in 
which we identified eight developments that we think have the greatest potential to improve evaluation and programme design. 
We also continued work to understand and improve the role the sector plays in different areas of policy and practice, including 
with our publication Beyond bars in criminal justice (see below for more detail), and continued work in health.

Digital technology and use of data are two areas where we see great potential for new approaches in the sector. Building on the 
previous year’s work, we have continued to look for practical ways to test and demonstrate this. We have been working to develop 
collaborative approaches to tech for good in two areas: young people experiencing multiple disadvantage in the UK, and young 
women moving towards employment in other countries, including Kenya and India. On data, we have continued our work with the 
UK government to develop Data Labs, explored opportunities to replicate the model with international partners, and are working 
to scope and explore how to help the charity sector make significant strides forward in the collection, analysis and sharing of data.

https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/npcs-open-letter-to-the-next-uk-government/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/npcs-open-letter-to-the-next-uk-government/
https://www.thinknpc.org/blog/tunnel-vision-how-a-brexit-dominated-election-will-stifle-broader-debate/
https://www.thinknpc.org/blog/ge2017-shows-us-to-keep-expecting-the-unexpected/
https://www.thinknpc.org/blog/queens-speech-2017-heads-down-theres-work-to-be-done/
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We survey our database of contacts every year in order to understand how we influence the thinking and actions of the sector. We 
received 274 completed responses to our survey in August 2017 and feedback included:

• 89% of people rate NPC as ‘good quality’ and around 87% rate us as ‘trusted’ and 84% ‘relevant’.

• 68% of respondents think NPC has a ‘very positive’ or ‘fairly positive’ influence on the charity sector.

• 69% believe NPC has influenced their thinking to ‘some extent’ or a ‘great extent.

• Of those respondents that have interacted with NPC in the last year, 27% have taken action as a result and 25% plan to 
take action.

• 94% of those taking actions believe it will help them be a ‘great deal more effective’ or a ‘little more effective’. Actions 
mentioned, include: developing a theory of change, improving impact measurement, using NPC research as an input to 
strategy development, and using NPC thinking to challenge established thinking.

‘… some of the excellent ideas contained in your reports, blogs, etc I’ve used in 
my own organisation to challenge established thinking and to encourage staff to 
think more deeply about impact measurement and collaboration.’

‘We’ve implemented theory of change for our campaigning and it has informed 
our approach to influencing.’

‘I am using your latest report ‘Transforming to face a changing world’ to inform 
our future strategy.’

‘Produced an impact report using some of the techniques from NPC workshops, 
and plan to build on this using more ideas from NPC.’

Survey respondents 
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STATE OF THE SECTOR 
Our State of the Sector programme started in early 2016 and aims to inject new thinking and ideas on how 
charity sector leaders can adapt and thrive in today’s challenging environment. It was funded by unrestricted 
funding, including from Oak Foundation, and funding from PwC, Barrow Cadbury Trust, Ecclesiastical, Odgers 
Berndtson and Cripplegate Foundation. Our first paper, Boldness in times of change: Rethinking the charity sector 
for the future, outlined key challenges and opportunities for sector leaders. It made the case for a bold and 
imaginative response and highlighted ‘bright spots’ of practice throughout.

The second stage of the research was quantitative and qualitative research involving around 400 sector leaders 
in total. In May we published the findings from this research in Charities taking charge: Transforming to face a 
changing world, and commissioned a short summary video of the research, a first for us.

The research generated interest from charity leaders, government and sector bodies. This interest was reflected in 
the immediate response to it, including (in the subsequent two weeks) over 1600 downloads of the report, over 
20 media stories, and over 5000 video views. The findings and conclusions will inform our agenda for think tank 
work over the next 6-12 months, and we have already identified a number of areas where we expect to pursue 
further work. Since the end of the financial year we have published a collection of essays to further stimulate and 
provoke new thinking and action, from a range of innovative leaders showing how they are putting some of these 
ideas into action. Further dissemination will continue throughout the next financial year.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Our Beyond bars report focused on the role of charities in prisons, and made suggestions for how funders, 
commissioners and government, and charities themselves can maximise the voluntary sector’s value-add in the 
criminal justice sector. The research involved interviews with a wide range of charities and funders (including 
government), and a roundtable.

Building on the publication and its launch we continued to explore ways to improve the ability of charities to 
work effectively in prisons. This included conversations with Ministry of Justice, HMPPS, the RSA on their New 
Futures Network proposal, and the Centre for Crime and Justice Studies, as well as a roundtable with experts 
and philanthropists. We presented the findings at a conference of academics and the voluntary sector at The 
University of Sheffield, called ‘The Voluntary Sector in Criminal Justice: Setting the Research Agenda’. These 
conversations have helped us to develop a programme of future work, which we aim to get funded for 2017/18.

EXAMPLES OF OUR WORK 

https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/boldness-in-times-of-change/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/boldness-in-times-of-change/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/charities-taking-charge/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/charities-taking-charge/
https://fast.wistia.net/embed/iframe/xrjczkc8hq
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TECH FOR COMMON GOOD
Building on our initial report on digital technology in the charity sector, Tech for common good, we have started 
to develop initiatives to explore the main opportunity this highlighted—taking a collaborative approach to tech 
for good. The approach we are developing aims to identify major opportunities for digital technology to improve 
people’s lives across a social issue area or beneficiary group, with an initial focus on two areas—young people 
experiencing multiple disadvantage in the UK, and young women moving towards employment in other countries 
including Kenya and India.

During the year, we have raised grant funding for the initial scoping and research stages of these two projects, 
working towards the user-centred research and design work that will set the agenda for our future work.

INFLUENCE INTERNATIONALLY 
We engage internationally to ensure our thinking is at the leading edge of the debate, and to share elements of 
our work that are of interest to an international audience. This year we have:

• Advocated for more commitment from the impact investing field to ensure that evidence of impact is driving 
decision making and flow of finance. We participated in the OECD’s working group on data in social impact 
investment, the Bridges Impact Management Project, the World Economic Forum’s Impact Measurement and 
Management, and the Global Steering Group for Social Impact Investment Summit in Chicago in 2017.

• Highlighted the potential for government administrative data to inform charities about the outcomes of their 
work based on the Data Labs model. We presented at the Transform the Sector conference in Toronto, and the 
Digital Impact conference in London.

• Raised awareness of the huge opportunity presented by digital technology in the social sector, amongst 
networks of venture philanthropists, working with the European Venture Philanthropy Association and Asian 
Venture Philanthropy Network at conferences in Paris and Bangkok.

Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Think tank funding 

NPC’s work as a think tank is funded by grants and donations, alongside support for particular projects 
from foundations, corporates and individual philanthropists. Unrestricted funding plays a crucial role for 
NPC as it allows us to inspire and develop new, better ways of working to improve the effectiveness of the 
charity sector.

NPC’s Supporters’ Circle is a network of committed supporters whose funding 
enables us to carry out our pioneering work. This group of like-minded individuals 
has an appetite for exploring innovative ways of working, and shares our passion 
for making the charity sector more effective. As well as financial support, members 
also contribute valuable insights, ideas and expertise. We thank our Supporters’ 
Circle members for their continued commitment and support this year.

We are also grateful to Oak Foundation and Tuixen Foundation for their core funding. Together with the 
contributions from our Supporters’ Circle, this provides us with the resources we need to explore new 
areas and opportunities and tackle social problems more effectively.

Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 June 2017
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Communications
 
Our communications activities help to drive change at both the organisational and sector level. We do this by stimulating 
debate within the sector about its effectiveness and how to improve it, by sharing knowledge gained from consulting projects 
and research, and through disseminating work from our think tank programme. We monitor our communications activity and 
engagement through web and social media analytics, as well as via our stakeholder survey and feedback forms completed by 
event participants.

Over the last year our digital activity has resulted in 112,402 unique web users, 398,423 total page views and 250,000 
publications downloaded from our website. We had a 13% increase in our social media followers on Twitter, to 18,668 and an 
increase of 30% on LinkedIn to 1,845.

The results of our annual survey of NPC stakeholders reveals our reach and influence online: of those who responded 65% say 
they read our newsletter, 64% visit our website and 30% follow us on social media. The survey findings also show the impact 
of these online interactions: we influenced the thinking of 57% of people who interacted with us online only in the last year, 
with 27% saying they have taken action or plan to take action as a result.

We continue to run a wide-ranging events programme and reached approximately 2,100 people via 42 events in 2016-2017. 
These included training workshops, public debates, seminars, launch events and our flagship annual conference, NPC Ignites 
(detailed below). We run a blog featuring between 5 and 10 postings a month from NPC staff and guest bloggers, which covers 
a combination of responses to topical events, views on sector debates, and news on NPC work.

We have continued to work on the quality and quantity of our media coverage and over the last year have had coverage on the 
BBC and in City AM, The Guardian, Financial Times, Economist, ITV, and politics.co.uk. We regularly contribute to a wide range 
of sector publications and blogs including Third Sector, Civil Society, Alliance, and Pioneers Post. We have provided an expert 
view on issues that affect the sector—from governance to the general election, campaigning to commissioning.

Communications feedback:

‘Inspiring, with practical tools and techniques to take away.’ 

‘Thought-provoking and challenging.’

Training feedback:

‘A very informative course, good presenters and valuable networking.’

Event feedback:

‘The event was thought-provoking and informative—with some passion injected 
from case studies.’ Measurement seminar series

‘A capturing, insightful event with enjoyable debates and disagreements.’  
Leading Impact event
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In 2016 we held our sixth annual conference, NPC Ignites. The theme was centred on burning issues + bold action. 
Over 200 people from the sector and beyond gathered to listen to innovative sector leaders discuss key issues. It 
offered a rare opportunity to take a step back from the day-to-day. We had 30 speakers and the line-up included: 
Mike Adamson, British Red Cross; Tom Loosemore, founder of the Government Digital Service and Director of 
Digital Services at the Co-operative Group; Lord Bob Kerslake, former head of the Civil Service; Richard Hawkes, 
CEO of the British Asian Trust, and David Robinson OBE, leading thinker in community, early action and social 
investment.

Of feedback after the event, 91% said the day met or mostly met expectations.

‘Well-run and stimulating, thank you!’

‘Excellent speakers —very motivational/transformed.’

WORKING WITH A RANGE OF ORGANISATIONS AND THE 
IMPACT READINESS FUND  
As the independent think tank for the charity sector NPC aims to identify the obstacles holding back charities and 
those that work with them and support them, preventing them from maximising their impact.

Throughout the year we hold free topical events where leaders in the sector have a chance to discuss cutting edge 
issues. In the past year the topics have been: Can charities heal the divisions in society?; Should charities step in for 
public services in an era of austerity?; and Did the Lobbying Act stifle democracy in the 2017 general election?

This year we have also developed a series of policy briefings to discuss issues facing the sector. The first event 
in the series was with Dame Kate Barker on the morning of the 2017 Budget and focused on how the wider 
economic situation will affect the social sector and their partners. Further briefings are planned for 2017/18.

CASE STUDIES

Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 30 June 2017
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REFLECTIONS FROM THE YEAR

Here we summarise some insights from the past year. 

On strategy
In our first 15 years NPC has grown into a respected consultancy and think tank for the charity sector, and we are proud that 
we have helped and cajoled the sector to embrace impact as a key measure of success. We see this history of achievement 
as a platform to continue to challenge. We believe that in the coming 15 years the most ambitious leaders in the sector will 
demand new approaches to achieving change. Significant progress will come from systems change, innovation, prevention and 
early intervention, application of data and digital technologies, and achieving it will require new alliances and bold leadership. 
We believe that NPC is uniquely placed to help drive this change, whilst retaining our focus on impact above all else. This has 
implications for our future work and strategy. Whilst we will continue to advocate for and support incremental improvements 
in practice, more ambitious change will require us to take different approaches.

We can achieve more towards this mission by working in our consulting work with charities and funders who have a similar 
vision for the future. As part of this ‘mission-based consulting’ approach we are working to develop and prioritise work that is 
ambitious and has potential to create wider change, for instance work that supports collective action and contributes to the 
sector’s store of knowledge.

There is potential to create significant and long-lasting change in the sector through innovative approaches using digital 
technology. This year we have invested significant effort in trying to translate the vision presented in Tech for common good 
into practice. The multi-stakeholder, user-centred approach we have used has had challenges, but we have gained some 
traction and this area of work will continue to be a priority.

We must also be bold and clear in our communications and influencing work. This year we brought our policy, think tank 
and communications work together into one team. This has enabled more joined up thinking about how to achieve change, 
ensuring our different activities are aligned effectively to support our mission.

Our thinking
Our research, our work with consulting clients, and our interactions with people within and outside the sector, continually 
inform our understanding of the challenges organisations face and effective approaches. This feeds into the resources we 
provide to the sector and the think tank work we undertake.

Over the last year we have reflected on how, given our leadership role in the impact movement, we can ensure that 
organisations adopt an appropriate approach to measurement and evaluation with a focus on learning and improving, 
rather than always needing to prove impact in each individual case. We have started to talk about ‘impact management’ 
alongside ‘impact measurement’, and over the next year we intend to update and consolidate our guidance to help 
organisations adopt proportionate approaches.

We are also articulating our thinking on creating an evidence ecosystem where charities learn about what works and draw on 
existing evidence, and the roles that charities, funders, government and researchers can play to achieve this. We plan to publish 
this next year, and use it as a basis for working towards change.

In our State of the Sector programme we wanted to avoid the well-rehearsed arguments about the difficult environment for 
charities, and look instead to the potential of the sector to cope in challenging times. Our research involving 400 charity 
leaders gave us a unique insight into how people are responding and adapting, and where the opportunities are for the sector. 
We had a very positive reaction to the findings from a range of charities, funders, government and others, which demonstrated 
to us an appetite for this. We are using the research findings to inform our think tank agenda for the next year, including a focus 
on diversity, relationships with the state, new resources, especially digital and data and asset-based approaches.
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Social investment and impact investment: This year there has been considerably more interest around impact investing in 
public equities. Our contribution to these dialogues—whether through the OECD group, the World Economic Forum or the UK 
government social investment working group—is to ensure that intentional and measurable impact defines the investment. We 
continue to advocate for transparency in impact reporting to enable the audience or analyst to understand the processes used 
and therefore to have more confidence in the impact reported.

How we achieve change
Ensuring our resources are accessible and user-friendly: A key part of NPC’s role is to share knowledge generated through 
our consulting work. We do this through seminars and training, and through publications. We have many publications on our 
website, and we have started to look at how best to ensure that users can find and access what they are looking for. We have 
also been experimenting with other ways of presenting information to our audiences, beyond our traditional pdf reports.

This year we have been involved in delivering three large programmes with partners: The Impact Management Programme for 
the Access Foundation, as the learning partner for the Big Lottery / OCS ‘Youth Investment Fund’; and as a partner in Inspiring 
Impact. These programmes have created an opportunity to pursue our mission in ways that we otherwise couldn’t. Their scale 
confers the potential to have a broad impact, or do the in-depth work to really move a field on, and in an environment where 
it is very difficult to attract any significant funding for sector infrastructure this is attractive. However, such programmes are 
costly for NPC given the amount of senior management time required. Our conclusion is that these large programmes carry 
some risk, but the benefits are worth it if we continue to pick very carefully and ensure we only pursue work that is very closely 
aligned to our mission.
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In last year’s annual report, we set out broadly what we wanted to achieve in the coming year.  
Here, we show how we have progressed against those plans. We focus on the aims of NPC as a 
whole, as we feel this is more useful for assessing our success in working towards our vision for  
the charity sector.

REPORTING AGAINST LAST YEAR’S PLANS

Consulting

Plan Progress in  2016/2017
Maintain NPC’s leadership in providing 
consulting advice on effective funding for 
charitable funders of all types: Ensure we 
are at the  forefront of key debates in the 
sector, including social investment, and that 
we exchange ideas and  thinking between our 
consultancy and think tank work.

We have continued to provide advice on effective funding for a broad 
range of funders, working with a number of philanthropists as well as with 
significant trust funders. Over the last year funders have commissioned us to 
research a number of social issues leading to publications that have benefit 
for the wider sector. In your care, a briefing on children in care is an example 
of this, as are the reports we published on animal welfare and neurological 
conditions.

During the year we have published a number of other reports on effective 
funding including Making your funding go further which sets out our thinking 
on the impact practice of funders and Valuing your data, looking at how 
foundations can make the most of the data they have, and making the 
argument for collaborative approaches.

We continued to contribute to the debate on social investment, including 
with two blogs by Chief Executive, Dan Corry on social impact bonds. 
We refined NPC’s Impact Assurance Classification for assessing impact 
investments, working with KL Felicitas Foundation, continued to carry out 
the social due diligence for the Cheyne Social Property Fund, and contributed 
to the Bridges Impact Measurement project.

Retain NPC’s position as a leading charity 
strategy consultant: capitalise on our 
considerable knowledge and experience 
built within the health sector in the last year 
and build on recent work to further develop 
products in social investment. Progress 
thinking on how impact measurement data 
can feed into and influence strategy. 

In September 2016 we published What makes a good charity?, the successor 
to NPC’s seminal guide to charity analysis, The little blue book. This updates 
our original guide with the knowledge we have accumulated working with 
dozens of charities in the intervening period. It has generated over 5,500 
downloads so far. Our Leading impact seminar series shared our latest 
thinking on charity strategy, culture, and user voice. A total of 110 delegates 
attended with a satisfaction rate of 94%.

During the year we continued to build on our track-record in the health 
sector. We embarked on an ambitious piece of work with the Health 
Foundation and Institute of Health Equity about social determinants of 
health, which will result in materials to help charities navigate the evidence. 
We continue to work with health charities and coalitions of health charities, 
such as the Maddox Group of NHS charities and the Richmond Group. We 
also committed to paper our thinking on how charities can turn their raw 
data into wisdom and informed action, and published a practical guide, Data 
with destiny, in August 2017.

Our work on social investment focused on the Access Impact Management 
Programme, developing resources for charities and social enterprises to help 
demonstrate results to access social investment.
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Plan Progress in  2016/2017
Reinforce NPC’s position at the forefront 
of theory of change and measurement 
framework services for charities and 
funders, including shared measurement: 
focus on providing more practical advice 
and support for putting measurement into 
practice, through published guides, training 
and client projects. Publish a paper on 
innovations in measurement and evaluation 
and develop a new programme on data use in 
the sector.

We continued to deliver client and think tank projects to clients in a range 
of sectors and sizes. We developed sector-wide theories of change for prison 
education, prison sports, youth services and sail training; developed a shared 
measurement framework for the sail training sector; and worked with other 
cohorts to encourage shared learning, including the Nesta Accelerating Ideas 
programme and Young Academy education incubator. 

As part of the Access Impact Management Programme we have been 
working with partners, charities and social enterprises to develop guidance 
on the concept of ‘Impact Management’.

Our key publication for the year was Global innovations in measurement 
and evaluation, which was launched at an event in May. We produced other 
guidance including; a guide to data collection for education ‘start-ups’ 
(jointly with the Young Foundation); impact reporting for trustees; impact 
measurement for funders, and user voice in impact measurement.

We delivered a well-received measurement and evaluation seminar series, 
with four seminars covering data collection; analysis; visualisation; and 
use. A total of 210 delegates attended with a satisfaction rate of 91%. We 
also continued our regular training on theory of change and measurement 
for both funders and charities, and launched a new training session in 
understanding and using data (around 125 people trained).

We continued work to develop a programme on data use in the sector  
(see below).

Think tank

Plan Progress in  2016/2017
Explore the challenges facing the sector 
through a programme of research, 
consultation, events and publications 
assessing the state of the sector.

As part of our State of the Sector programme we carried out quantitative 
and qualitative research involving around 400 sector leaders. In May 2017 
we published the findings from this research in Charities taking charge: 
Transforming to face a changing world (for more detail see the think ank 
section).

Explore ways to help charities and funders 
get to grips with opportunities presented by 
the use of digital technology and data.

Building on our initial report on digital technology in the charity sector, Tech 
for common good, we started to develop initiatives to take a collaborative 
approach to tech for good (for more detail see the think tank section).

We have continued to develop our work on data in the charity sector. We 
continued our work lobbying and supporting the UK government to develop 
Data Labs in the areas of health, education and employment, building on 
the now established Justice Data Lab. We have been exploring potential for 
the replication of the Data Lab model in the US, and making contact with 
relevant potential partners in Canada and Australia.

We also started to scope how to help the charity sector make significant 
strides forward in the collection, analysis and sharing of data, including 
collaborative efforts to advance practice on data in specific social issue areas 
like homelessness and refugees.

https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/global-innovations-in-measurement-and-evaluation/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/global-innovations-in-measurement-and-evaluation/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/charities-taking-charge/http://www.thinknpc.org/publications/charities-taking-charge/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/charities-taking-charge/http://www.thinknpc.org/publications/charities-taking-charge/
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Publish the findings of our research into 
faith-based charities and holding an event to 
discuss the findings.

Our research into faith-based charities started in mid-2015 and aimed 
to prompt a wider conversation around faith-based charities and add to 
the sector knowledge on faith-based charities. In November 2016 we 
published our findings in the report What a difference a faith makes. We held 
a successful event hosted by the Quakers in Britain which reached capacity 
(110 people) and was attended by a mixture of charities, funders, policy 
makers and academics, of all faiths and non. The Rt Hon Stephen Timms MP 
spoke and praised the research for bringing faith-based charities into view 
and exploring their strengths and challenges. There was good media interest 
including from the sector press, faith press and a mention in The Economist; 
and the report has been downloaded over 2750 times since its publication.

Continue to explore opportunities within 
different areas of policy and practice, with 
a focus on health, education and criminal 
justice.

We had a number of projects active in the area of health, including work 
on social determinants of health with the Institute of Health Equity; work 
with the Maddox Group of NHS charities on shared measurement; and work 
evaluating the Richmond Group work developing a strategic partnership 
between the statutory and voluntary sector in Somerset.

We built our work in criminal justice, including with a well-received 
publication Beyond bars looking at the role of charities in prisons, and follow-
up work to this (for more detail see think tank section). We sought funding to 
continue our work in the education field.

Continue to develop policy responses to key 
issues affecting the charity sector.

It has been an active year for our policy work, including giving evidence 
to the Lords Select Committee’s review of the sustainability of the charity 
sector, responding to the consultation on the revised Governance Code, 
activity around the General Election in May 2017, and building and 
maintaining relationships with key stakeholders including the Charity 
Commission and Office for Civil Society (for more detail see the think tank 
section).
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Communications

Plan Progress in  2016/2017
Stimulate debate about important issues in 
the sector with NPC’s key audiences.

We continue to develop events that both set the agenda for the sector and 
respond to debates that are already taking place. Our annual conference, 
NPC Ignites, covered topics including Does campaigning need a reboot?, 
Systems change: More than just a ‘shiny’ new thing? and Imagining a digital + 
data-driven charity sector. Through our topical events we debated issues such 
as Should charities step in for public services in an era of austerity? and Can 
charities heal the divisions in society? We shared the discussions with a wider 
audience during and after events, for example through Periscope, Twitter, 
blogs, and Storify.

Strengthen our position as a commentator 
on key sector issues.

Due to staff turnover we had lower than expected capacity in the first half of 
the year. Since then we have reviewed and strengthened NPC’s lines on key 
issues, and rebuilt relationships with key sector media, as well as ensuring 
that we can respond quickly to debates as they emerge. We have had 
coverage in the charity sector press and the mainstream media, including: 
BBC, The Economist, the Guardian, Stanford Social Innovation Review, City 
Am, Huffington Post and Municipal Journal.

Build our digital strategy as part of the wider 
communications strategy.

The NPC website continues to attract a good level of traffic and high levels 
of engagement (eg, through downloads of reports). Visitors mainly reach the 
site via search engines, although newsletters/direct mail, social media and 
other referrals (eg, media articles) also help to drive traffic. We continue to 
grow followers and engagement on Twitter, as well as LinkedIn and Facebook 
to a lesser extent. This year we have experimented with engaging users 
in our website and social media content in other ways, including through 
animation, digital, and use of infographics, and will use some of our findings 
from this in our digital work next year.

Support the Research and Consulting team 
and the Development team in promoting 
NPC’s mission and services.

The communications team provided editing, design, production and 
dissemination support on a number of outputs over the year. On the 
Consulting side these included In your care, a briefing for funders on the care 
system; and four research reports produced for the RS Macdonald Charitable 
Trust. For the think tank key projects that communications were heavily 
involved in were Charities taking charge, part of our State of the Sector 
programme of work; and Global innovations in measurement and evaluation. 
The team also refreshed our marketing materials for consulting services, 
arranged training and seminars to share and promote our content, and ran 
internal training on topics such as writing and data visualisation.

https://storify.com/newphilanthropy
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/in-your-care/
https://www.thinknpc.org/blog/charities-take-charge/
https://www.thinknpc.org/publications/global-innovations-in-measurement-and-evaluation/
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PLANS FOR NEXT YEAR 

Outlined below are the main activities we are planning for our consulting, think tank and 
communications work in the financial year 2017/2018.

Consulting

Over the last few years we have been working to strengthen the links between NPC’s think tank activity and its consulting 
work. We want consultancy to make the largest possible contribution to NPC’s mission, by working directly to help charities 
and funders improve, by supporting collective action, and by contributing to the sector’s store of knowledge. Our objectives 
over the next year are focused on further strengthening our ‘mission-based consulting’ approach. In 2017/18 we will:

• Build on our leadership position in key areas, including working with charities on strategy and effectiveness, advising 
charitable funders on effective funding and impact investing, and providing theory of change and impact services.

• Review and update our thinking in key areas, including impact measurement and theory of change. Our intention is to share 
emerging thinking with the market and encourage broad debate and feedback.

• Continue to explore new and emerging approaches that can support charity effectiveness, such as improving the use of 
data, helping the sector utilise digital technology, and systems change.

Think tank

Over the next year we will:

• Continue to challenge and inspire the sector, building on the success and evidence base of Charities taking charge.

− Publish a set of essays from innovative sector leaders showing how they are putting ideas identified in Charities taking 
charge into action, aiming to further stimulate and provoke new thinking and action.

− Run a series of events to disseminate and discuss findings.

− Use the research and response to the research to develop our future think tank and research agenda.

• Through our annual conference, NPC Ignites, provide challenge and inspiration to charity leaders, and position NPC as a 
thought-leader in the sector.

• Consolidate and continue to promote our core thinking on charity effectiveness and impact measurement:

− Release our evolving thinking on what a successful evidence ecosystem looks like, and how it could function. Encourage 
debate about this in the sector.

− Consolidate our work on impact measurement from previous years, including ensuring that our materials reflect our 
most up-to-date thinking on proportionate approaches to measurement and impact management.

− Explore the options for the future of impact measurement resources for the sector with other key players, including 
Inspiring Impact and the Access Impact Management Programme, amongst others.

• Consolidate our work on effective charities, strategy and governance from the previous year, and disseminate and develop 
this through a series of seminars and other activities.

• Build on our work on the potential of digital technology for the sector:

− Complete the user-centred research phase of our work with young people experiencing multiple disadvantages, and 
publish a report setting out the priorities for tech for good in this area.

− Aim to build on this research phase by exploring the development of a pooled fund to invest in these priority areas and 
promising tech solutions, working collaboratively with the youth sector.

− Scope out the priorities for tech for good in the field of young women’s pathways to employment, and aim to launch a 
pooled grant fund that will invest in this area.

− Actively share the learning from both initiatives, and work to develop partnerships with others working in a similar way 
to put primary constituents at the heart of tech development for social outcomes.
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• Continue to develop our work on data in the sector:

− Publish our thinking on the major opportunities for the charity sector moving forward, and build on these publications 
with practical initiatives that collect, analyse and share data to answer key questions for the charity sector.

− Aim to publish exploratory thinking on personal data and the charity sector’s approach to working with it, that would 
help to advance the field on both practical and policy levels.

• Continue to explore opportunities within different areas of policy and practice, particularly where the voluntary sector 
intersects with the statutory sector, with a focus on health, criminal justice and young people.

• Continue to develop policy responses to key issues affecting the charity sector. Focus and strengthen our policy asks, and 
refresh our strategies for achieving these.

Communications

• Deepen our understanding of our audiences and their engagement with NPC, and work to increase this engagement with 
key audiences.

• Review and start work to refresh NPC’s website and the way we present information digitally—making it accessible for our 
users, and ensuring it is up-to-date.

• Retain the positioning and profile of NPC within the sector—as a credible, influential and challenging voice.
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DELIVERING ON PUBLIC BENEFIT

In reviewing NPC’s aims and planning future activities, the trustees have given careful 
consideration to the Charity Commission’s general guidance on public benefit. Our vision 
and mission show that NPC is committed to helping charities and funders to achieve a 
greater impact. Our beneficiaries are therefore anyone helped by charities and funders—that 
is, the public at large.

All our activities contribute to our strategic aims and are for the benefit of the public. This 
report has set out NPC’s activities and achievements, and illustrates how they benefit 
charities and funders. By helping charities and funders to achieve a greater impact, we 
ultimately help the people that these charities and funders serve.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 
The statement of financial activities for the year to 30 June 2016 is set out on page 35 of this report.

Financial activities 
Total incoming resources for the year amounted to £3,036,911 (2016: £2,675,154), an increase of 14%.

Revenue from our consulting and think tank work totalled £2,307,779 (2016: £1,914,988), an increase of 21%. Year on year 
comparisons are affected by the amount of pass-through grant income (grant income received, which we then grant to others). 
This affects both our reported income and costs. The 2016 comparative included £106,000 of grants made, compared with 
£111,901 in 2017.

Several current and former trustees made donations to NPC through our Supporters’ Circle during the year. We additionally 
received core funding from our trustees of £265,000. In 2017 trustees’ funding accounted for 11% of revenue. In 2016 this was 
9%, in 2015 this was 4%, in 2014 it was 9%, in 2013 it was 24%, in 2012 it was 16% and in 2011 it was 11%. Over time, our aim 
is to reduce our dependence on trustee funding by increasing and diversifying our external revenue sources.

This was the fifth year of our Supporters’ Circle, from which we received revenues of £165,437 (2016: £210,735), a decrease of 
21%. Unrestricted grants decreased by 10% to £180,000 (2016: £200,000).

Total resources expended in the year were £2,996,146 (2016: £2,617,167). Excluding pass-through grants of £111,901 (2016: 
£106,000), core expenditure increased by 15% compared with 2016. The major part of our core expenditure remains employee 
costs. Premises and technology costs are the next most significant component.

Funding
During the year, NPC’s main sources of funding were fees for consulting work, grants for think tank projects from foundations 
and individuals, unrestricted grants from foundations to fund our core activities, attendance fees for events and training, and 
donations from our trustees and other individuals, including members of the Supporters’ Circle.

Investment policy
In accordance with the memorandum of association, the trustees have the power to invest the charity’s funds not immediately 
required in any investments, securities or property and to delegate the management of investments to a financial expert. 
During the year, cash balances were insufficient to be invested and, when appropriate, funds were held in deposit accounts to 
combine optimum interest rates with the required accessibility of funds.

Reserves policy and unrestricted funds
The trustees believe that, in the light of NPC’s emphasis on generating fee and grant income, its committed income should be 
considered alongside its unrestricted reserves when considering the adequacy of its reserves. The trustees’ aim is that the total of 
NPC’s unrestricted reserves and committed income should cover at least 50% of its planned activities in the year ahead.

At 30 June 2017, NPC had unrestricted reserves of £496,878 (2016: £497,313) and £753,018 (2016: £757,665) of committed 
fee and unrestricted grant income. We expect average monthly expenditure in the year to 30 June 2018 to be £205,000 (2017 
forecast £206,000). The total of £1,249,896 (2016: £1,254,978) of unrestricted reserves and committed donations and fees will 
therefore cover approximately six months of budgeted expenditure, which is in line with our reserves policy.

The trustees are confident that NPC has sufficient reserves and committed income to fund its planned activities.
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Our approach to pay 
As the leading think tank and consultancy for the charity sector, we aim to attract staff from the not-for-profit sector as well as 
the public and private sectors—and to pay our people accordingly. NPC’s remuneration process is as follows:

• The board is responsible for setting the CEO salary.

• The CEO sets the salaries of the senior management team.

• The senior management team, in conjunction with NPC’s HR consultant, sets all other salaries.

• Pay is reviewed regularly and at least annually.

In setting salaries, the board, CEO and management team take into account the following principles:

• Recruitment and retention: for NPC to achieve its mission and financial sustainability, we require high calibre staff with 
a range of skills and disciplines. Remuneration packages take account of the market rates for comparable jobs in relevant 
markets.

• Affordability: the impact on NPC’s financial health and overall business plan is always taken into account.

• Performance: performance targets and objectives are assessed through the annual appraisal process and taken into account 
in remuneration where it is relevant.

• Proportionality: the ratio of lowest to highest salary is monitored. As far as it makes business sense, we strive for parity 
across the organisation so that employees at comparable levels in different teams receive similar pay.

• Transparency: NPC follows SORP guidelines and lists in the annual report the number of staff earning £60,000 and above 
(in bands of £10,000)—see note 8. This information and our approach to pay is also publicly available on our website.

• Living Wage: NPC aims to be a Living Wage employer and does not hire unpaid interns.

• Staff at all levels have access to the same benefits, including pensions.

Trading subsidiary
The charity has a wholly-owned trading subsidiary, NPC Trading Limited. The company did not trade during the years ended  
30 June 2017 or 30 Jun 2016.
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NPC is a charitable company limited by guarantee. Each of its trustees has agreed to contribute up to £1 towards the assets of 
the company in the event of its being wound up. The organisation was incorporated on 2 July 2001 and registered as a charity 
on 27 March 2002.

Trustees
Members of the board of trustees are the directors of the company. The trustees are responsible for establishing clear strategic 
goals for NPC. These goals, together with performance targets, are established annually, and the chief executive reports on 
them at trustee meetings. According to their skills, experience and interests, trustees take responsibility for one or more areas 
of activity, which may include being appointed to a committee.

Induction and training
On appointment, each trustee completes a register of interests, which is renewed annually. New trustees receive a job 
description and participate in an induction programme, which includes meeting the chair, chief executive, members of the 
management team and staff. When new trustees are recruited, their training needs are assessed and met as necessary.

Statement of responsibilities of the trustees
The trustees (who are also directors of New Philanthropy Capital for the purposes of company law) are responsible for preparing 
the trustees’ report and the financial statements in accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards 
(United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

Company law requires the trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year, which give a true and fair view of the 
state of affairs of the charitable company and of the incoming resources and application of resources (including the income and 
expenditure) of the charitable company for that period. In preparing these financial statements, the trustees are required to:

• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;

• observe the methods and principles in the Charities SORP;

• make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;

• state whether applicable accounting standards and statements of recommended practice have been followed, subject to 
any material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and

• prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the charitable company 
will continue in operation.

The trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records that disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the 
financial position of the charitable company and enable them to ensure that the financial statements comply with the 
Companies Act 2006. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charitable company and hence for taking 
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

In so far as the trustees are aware:

• there is no relevant audit information of which the charitable company’s auditors are unaware; and

• the trustees have taken all steps that they ought to have taken to make themselves aware of any relevant audit information 
and to establish that the auditors are aware of that information.

The trustees are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the corporate and financial information included on the 
charitable company’s website. Legislation in the United Kingdom governing the preparation and dissemination of financial 
statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.

STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT
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Management and staff
While the trustees are responsible for establishing NPC’s strategic goals, day-to-day activities are directed by the management 
team, led by the chief executive, Dan Corry. The chief executive is responsible for developing strategies, products and services 
within overall guidelines and policies set by the trustees. He is responsible for representing NPC externally and for ensuring 
that NPC’s values are communicated and observed. He is also responsible for the recruitment, training and development of the 
management team.

The management team consists of the chief executive, the chief operating officer, the director of research and consulting, the 
communications director, the head of development, the head of projects and the HR consultant.

At 30 June 2017, NPC had 41 permanent employees, of whom 5 worked part time (less than 30 hours a week), giving a full-time 
equivalent workforce of 39.

Risks
NPC has a risk management process in place to enable the trustees and management to assess the risks facing the organisation and to 
devise and implement strategies and controls to mitigate or address these risks.

A comprehensive risk register is maintained. The register is reviewed regularly by the chair and senior management team and annually 
by the trustees. The board considers the following to be high-risk areas:

Description of the risk Strategy
Prolonged recession or other macro-economic or 
political event resulting in negative environment for 
commissioning consulting projects.

Pursue a diverse business development plan. 

Key staff are not retained or there is difficulty in 
recruiting good staff.

Maintain a strong relationship between trustee 
board and management team. 
Conduct annual staff survey. Agree development 
plan and training requirements for all staff. Conduct 
exit interviews and respond to and communicate 
findings.

Revenue from consulting falls below target because 
we fail to win new consulting work.

Identify clear quarterly targets. Expand the range 
of services and client groups—charity consulting, 
measurement and government tender responses.

Improve marketing materials and web information 
and raise the profile of NPC’s services and 
experience. 

Review revenue and pipeline frequently against 
targets to identify potential issues early. Seek 
feedback when we lose proposals.
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Auditors
Sayer Vincent LLP were re-appointed as the charitable company’s auditors during the year and have expressed their willingness 
to continue in that capacity.

The report of the trustees has been prepared in accordance with the special provisions applicable to companies’ subject to the 
small companies regime.

Approved by the trustees on 13 December 2017 and signed on their behalf by: 

Richard Atterbury 
Chair
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF  
NEW PHILANTHROPY CAPITAL 

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of New Philanthropy Capital (the ‘charitable company’) for the year ended 30 June 
2017 which comprise the statement of financial activities, balance sheet, statement of cash flows and notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. The financial reporting framework that has been applied 
in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards, including Financial Reporting Standard 102 
The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting 
Practice).

In our opinion, the financial statements:

• Give a true and fair view of the state of the charitable company’s affairs as at 30 June 2017 and of its incoming resources 
and application of resources, including its income and expenditure, for the year then ended

• Have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

• Have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and applicable law. Our 
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial 
statements section of our report. We are independent of the charitable company in accordance with the ethical requirements 
that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard and we have fulfilled 
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained 
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Conclusions relating to going concern
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs (UK) require us to report to you 
where:

• The trustees’ use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is not appropriate; 
or

• The trustees have not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material uncertainties that may cast significant 
doubt about the charitable company’s ability to continue to adopt the going concern basis of accounting for a period of at 
least twelve months from the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue.

Other information
The other information comprises the information included in the trustees’ annual report other than the financial statements 
and our auditor’s report thereon. The trustees are responsible for the other information. Our opinion on the financial 
statements does not cover the other information and, except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not 
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon. In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility 
is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the 
financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify 
such material inconsistencies or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a material 
misstatement in the financial statements or a material misstatement of the other information. If, based on the work we have 
performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.

We have nothing to report in this regard.
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Opinion on other matters prescribed by the Companies Act 2006
In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit:

• The information given in the trustees’ annual report for the financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is 
consistent with the financial statements

• The trustees’ annual report has been prepared in accordance with applicable legal requirements

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
In the light of the knowledge and understanding of the charitable company and its environment obtained in the course of the 
audit, we have not identified material misstatements in the trustees’ annual report.

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the Companies Act 2006 requires us to 
report to you if, in our opinion:

• Adequate accounting records have not been kept, or returns adequate for our audit have not been received from branches 
not visited by us; or

• The financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns; or

• Certain disclosures of trustees’ remuneration specified by law are not made; or

• We have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit; or

• The trustees were not entitled to prepare the financial statements in accordance with the small companies’ regime and take 
advantage of the small companies’ exemptions in preparing the trustees’ annual report and from the requirement to prepare 
a strategic report.

Responsibilities of trustees
As explained more fully in the statement of trustees’ responsibilities set out in the trustees’ annual report, the trustees (who 
are also the directors of the charitable company for the purposes of company law) are responsible for the preparation of the 
financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal control as the trustees 
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether 
due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the trustees are responsible for assessing the charitable company’s ability to continue as 
a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting 
unless the trustees either intend to liquidate the charitable company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but 
to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
This report is made solely to the charitable company’s members as a body, in accordance with Chapter 3 of Part 16 of the 
Companies Act 2006. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the charitable company’s members those 
matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by 
law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the charitable company and the charitable company’s 
members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance 
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a 
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually 
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these 
financial statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs (UK), we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism 
throughout the audit. We also:

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and 
perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting 
from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal 
control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related 
disclosures made by the trustees.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the trustees’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit 
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on 
the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw 
attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, 
to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. 
However, future events or conditions may cause the entity to cease to continue as a going concern.

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether 
the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

 
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the 
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

Joanna Pittman (Senior statutory auditor) 

18 December 2017

 
for and on behalf of Sayer Vincent LLP, Statutory Auditors 
Invicta House, 108-114 Golden Lane, London, EC1Y 0TL
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Notes Unrestricted 
Funds

Restricted  
Funds

2017  
Total

2016 
Total

£ £ £ £

INCOME FROM

Donations and legacies 2 625,487 - 625,487 617,735

Charitable activities

     Consulting 3 1,733,131 83,643 1,816,774 1,517,117

     Think tank 3 - 491,005 491,005 397,871

     Communications 3 98,773 - 98,773 135,663

Other trading activities 4,723 - 4,723 6,415

Investments 149 - 149 353

Total income 2,462,263 574,648 3,036,911 2,675,154

        

EXPENDITURE ON

Raising funds 114,956 - 114,956 93,147

Charitable activities

     Consulting 1,474,831 133,550 1,608,381 1,356,774

     Think tank 508,379 399,898 908,277 749,776

    Communications 364,532 - 364,532 417,470

Total expenditure 4 2,462,698 533,448 2,996,146 2,617,167

Net income/(expenditure) for  
the year 

(435) 41,200 40,765 57,987

Balance brought forward at 1 July 497,313 132,184 629,497 571,510

Balance carried forward at 30 June 496,878 173,384 670,262 629,497

All of the above results are derived from continuing activities; all gains and losses recognised in the year are included above. The 
notes on pages 41-56 form part of these financial statements.

NEW PHILANTHROPY CAPITAL  
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 
(Incorporating an Income and Expenditure Account) For the year ended 30 June 2017

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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NEW PHILANTHROPY CAPITAL 
BALANCE SHEET  
As at 30 June 2017

Notes 2017 2016

£ £

Tangible fixed assets

Investments 11 1 1

Current assets

Debtors and prepayments 13 401,274 537,403

Cash at bank and in hand 793,262 374,383

1,194,536 911,786

Current liabilities

Creditors: amounts falling due 
within one year

14 (524,275) (282,290)

Net current assets 670,261 629,496

Net assets 670,262 629,497

Funds

Unrestricted funds 496,878 497,313

Restricted funds 173,384 132,184

Total funds 670,262 629,497

The notes on pages 41-56 form part of these financial statements.

The financial statements were approved by the trustees on 13 December 2017 and signed on their behalf by:

Richard Atterbury 
Chair

Company No: 4244715
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NEW PHILANTHROPY CAPITAL 
CASH FLOW STATEMENT  
For the year ended 30 June 2017

2017 2016

£ £

Net (expenditure)/income 40,765 57,987

Adjustments for: 

Interest income (149) (353)

(Increase)/Decrease in debtors 136,129 (328,752)

(Decrease)/Increase in creditors 241,985 75,790

Net cash provided by/(used in) 
operating activities

418,730 (195,328)

Cash flow from investing activities

Investment income—bank interest 149 353

Net cash provided by/(used in) 
investing activities

149 353

Change in cash and cash 
equivalents in the year

418,879 (194,975)

Cash and cash equivalents at the 
beginning of the year

374,383 569,358

Cash and cash equivalents at the 
end of the year

793,262 374,383
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1. Accounting policies
The following accounting policies have been applied consistently in dealing with items which are material in relation to 
the financial statements.

a. Basis of preparation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Accounting and Reporting by Charities: Statement 
of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting 
Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS102) (effective 1 January 2015)—(Charities SORP (FRS 102)), 
the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102) and the Companies Act 2006. 
Assets and liabilities are initially recognised at historical cost or transaction value unless otherwise stated in the relevant 
accounting policy note(s).

The trustees have assessed whether the use of the going concern basis is appropriate and have considered possible 
events or conditions that might cast significant doubt on the ability of the charity to continue as a going concern. 
The trustees have made this assessment for a period of at least one year from the date of approval of the financial 
statements. In particular, the trustees have considered the charity’s forecasts and projections and have taken account of 
pressures on donation and income from investments. After making enquiries, the trustees have concluded that there is a 
reasonable expectation that the charity has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable 
future. The charity therefore continues to adopt the going concern basis in preparing its financial statements.

b. Income
All income is included in the statement of financial activities (SOFA) when it is probable that the income will be received 
and the amount can be quantified with reasonable accuracy.

Donations are recognised when received. Legacies and gifts are taken into account on a receivable basis, but only when 
capable of exact financial measurement.

Consulting fees are charged for research projects, provision of training and provision of information. These fees are 
recognised when receivable. Fees are receivable when the consultancy service has been provided by NPC. Where there is 
uncertainty as to whether the charity can meet such conditions, the income is deferred.

Grants are received to carry out research activities. These grants are recognised as income when they become 
receivable. Where unconditional entitlement to grants receivable is dependent upon fulfilment of conditions within the 
charity’s control, the income is recognised when there is sufficient evidence that conditions will be met. Where there is 
uncertainty as to whether the charity can meet such conditions, the income is deferred.

c.  Grant making
Grants payable are classified as charitable expenditure.

Grants payable are charged in the year that they are agreed by the trustees and with the recipient organisation. The value 
of any such grants unpaid at the year end is accrued. Grants where the beneficiary has not been informed or has to meet 
certain conditions before the grant is released are not accrued but are noted as financial commitments.

d.  Expenditure
All expenditure is accounted for on an accruals basis and has been classified under headings that aggregate all costs 
related to the category.

NEW PHILANTHROPY CAPITAL 
NOTES FORMING PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
For the year ended 30 June 2017
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Expenditure is allocated to the particular activity where the cost relates directly to that activity. However, the cost of 
overall direction and administration of each activity, comprising the salary and overhead costs of the central function 
and costs incurred in connection with the compliance with constitutional and statutory requirements, is apportioned on 
the following basis, which is an estimate, based on staff time, of the amount attributable to each activity:

Expenditure on raising funds 4%

Think tank 23%

Consulting 58%

Communications 15%

Irrecoverable VAT is apportioned on the same basis as central costs. 

e.  Expenditure on raising funds
Expenditure on funds relate to the costs incurred by the charitable company in inducing third parties to make voluntary 
contributions to it, as well as the cost of any activities with a fundraising purpose.

Where information about the aims, objectives and projects of the charity is provided to potential beneficiaries, the costs 
associated with this publicity are allocated to charitable expenditure.

f.  Tangible fixed assets and depreciation
Tangible fixed assets costing more than £5,000 are capitalised and included at cost including any incidental expenses of 
acquisition.

Depreciation is provided on all tangible fixed assets at rates calculated to write off the cost on a straight-line basis over 
their expected useful economic lives as follows:

Computer equipment: over 3 years

Furniture and fixtures: over 5 years

Office equipment: over 5 years 

Depreciation costs are allocated to activities on the basis of the use of the related assets in those activities. Assets are 
reviewed for impairment if circumstances indicate their carrying value may exceed their net realisable value and value  
in use.

g.  Fund accounting

Funds held by the charity are either:

Restricted funds—these are funds that can only be used for particular restricted purposes within the objects of the 
charity. Restrictions arise when specified by the donor or when funds are raised for particular restricted purposes.

Unrestricted funds— these are funds that can be used in accordance with the charitable objects at the discretion of the 
trustees.

h.  Pension
The charity operates a defined contribution pension scheme through Aegon Scottish Equitable for all employees 
completing six months’ service. Membership of the scheme is not compulsory. Pension costs charged to the SOFA 
represent the contributions payable by the charity in the year.
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i.  Leases 
Operating lease rentals are charged to the SOFA on a straight-line basis over the period of the lease.

j.  Taxation
The charity is exempt from taxation on its charitable activities.

k.  Investments
The investment in the subsidiary is being held at cost.

l.  Financial instruments 
Financial assets, such as cash and debtors, are measured at their present value of the amounts receivable, less an 
allowance for the expected level of doubtful receivables. Financial liabilities, such as trade creditors, loans and finance 
leases, are measured at the present value of the obligation. An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a 
residual interest in the assets of NPC after deducting all of its liabilities.

m.  Debtors
Trade and other debtors are recognised at the settlement amount due after any trade discount offered. 
Prepayments are valued at the amount prepaid net of any trade discounts due.

n.  Cash
Cash at bank and cash in hand includes cash and short-term highly liquid investments with a short maturity of three 
months or less from the date of acquisition or opening of the deposit or similar account.

o.  Creditors and provisions
Creditors and provisions are recognised where the charity has a present obligation resulting from a past event that will 
probably result in the transfer of funds to a third party and the amount due to settle the obligation can be measured or 
estimated reliably. Creditors and provisions are normally recognised at their settlement amount after allowing for any 
trade discounts due.

The charity only has financial assets and financial liabilities of a kind that qualify as basic financial instruments. Basic 
financial instruments are initially recognised at transaction value and subsequently measured at their settlement value, 
with the exception of bank loans, which are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest 
method.

p.  Judgements
In the application of the charity’s accounting policies, the trustees are required to make judgements, estimates and 
assumptions about the carrying amount of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. The 
estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and other factors that are considered to be 
relevant. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are 
recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised where the revision affects only that period, or in the period of 
the revision and future periods where the revision affects both current and future periods.

The items in the accounts where these judgements and estimates have been made include:

• estimating the value of work in progress at the period end based on the percentage of work completed.

q. Statutory information
New Philanthrophy Capital is a charitable company limited by guarantee and is incorporated in the United Kingdom.  
The registered office address is 185 Park Street, London, SE1 9BL.
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2.  Donations and legacies

Unrestricted Restricted 2017 2016

£ £ £ £

Donations from or on behalf of 
trustees

280,000 - 280,000 207,000

Other donations: 50 - 50 -

Supporters’ Circle 165,437 - 165,437 210,735

Grants for core funding:

     Oak Foundation 150,000 - 150,000 150,000

     Tuixen Foundation 30,000 - 30,000 50,000

Total 625,487 - 625,487 617,735

All income received in 2016 was unrestricted.

Total donations received from trustees was £344,850 (2016: £246,000) this was made up of trustee donations  
through the Supporters’ Circle, grants for projects and unrestricted funding. Additionally, an NPC trustee provided 
£25,000 of funding for us to further our work in social investment.

3. Restricted revenue

2017 2016

£ £

Think tank

Data Labs Oak Foundation - 117,249

FM Trust - 10,000

Quakers in Britain (BYM) - 500

Digital Transformation Anni Rowland-Campbell - 2,000

Building Change Trust - 5,000

Marcelle Speller - 4,000

Nominet Trust - 11,822

Inspiring Impact Barrow Cadbury Trust 7,500 5,000

Big Lottery Fund 200,000 194,300

Calouste Gulbenkian - 3,000

Paul Hamlyn Foundation 15,000 -

City Bridge Trust 15,000 -

PWC 15,000 -

Systems Change and TOC Lankelly Chase Foundation 24,205 -

IP Project Nigel Swycher - 5,000

Peter Wheeler - 5,000
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2017 2016

£ £

State of the Sector Odgers Berndston - 5,000

Barrow Cadbury Trust 15,000 -

Cripplegate Foundation 5,000 -

Ecclesiastical Insurance 8,500 -

Data Philanthropy paper Indigo Trust - 15,000

Philanthropy Theory of Change The Hazelhurst Trust - 15,000

Innovations in Measurement Bates Wells Braithwate 5,000 -

Department for International 26,000 -

Development

NSPCC 4,000 -

Oxfam 4,000 -

Save the Children 4,000 -

Good Data Grant Gov Lab 6,000 -

Corporate Research John Stares 24,850 -

Digital Women’s Empowerment Womanity Foundation 20,000 -

Digital Youth Zing 15,000 -

What Makes a Good Charity Unity Bank 5,000 -

Impact   Management   Programme   Access 70,000 -

Small Grants

Collective Impact Youth Centre for Youth Impact 1,950 -

Total w 491,005 397,871

Consulting

Creative Commissioning
National Council for Voluntary 
Organisations

- 13,020

Social Determinants of Health Health Foundation 50,000 -

Trustee seminars 2016 Clothworkers’ Foundation 15,080 9,395

Sector research RS Macdonald Charitable Trust 18,563 48,000

Total consulting 83,643 70,415

3.  Restricted revenue (continued)
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3.  Restricted revenue (continued)

2017 2016

£ £

Communications

Inspiring Impact Big Lottery Fund - 5,700

Trustee seminars 2015 Clothworkers’ Foundation - 2,000

Sector research RS Macdonald Charitable Trust - 1,088

Data Labs Oak Foundation - 3,602

Nominet Trust - 3,178

Faith Quakers in Britain (BYM) - 2,000

Total communications - 17,568

Total restricted revenue 574,648 485,854
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4. Expenditure

Cost of  
raising funds

Consulting Think tank Commun- 
ications

2017  
Total

2016 
Total

£ £ £ £ £ £

Staff costs 89,703 1,009,921 521,478 231,883 1,852,985 1,796,674

Travel & 
subsistence 1,672 8,932 3,844 3,321 17,769 23,668

Recruitment & 
training 1,887 25,634 13,469 9,034 50,024 34,876

Consultants’ fees 1,336 274,949 126,343 1,988 404,616 145,798

Subscriptions, 
publications &  
data sources

26 3,598 1,480 9,634 14,738 6,289

Printing & 
distribution - 1,898 4,473 6,795 13,166 9,981

IT, telecoms & 
equipment 601 15,447 4,987 8,084 29,119 53,405

Marketing & PR 2,643 6,896 14,325 40,816 64,680 38,590

Grant-making - 12,596 99,305 - 111,901 106,000

Other direct costs 64 13,497 4,605 581 18,747 22,331

Governance

Staff costs—
governance 1,903 22,583 12,554 5,300 42,340 30,969

Audit fees 328 4,604 2,197 1,021 8,150 11,683

Other support 
costs

Other staff costs 389 5,459 2,606 1,210 9,664 10,251

Consultants and 
temp staff 1,178 16,554 7,903 3,670 29,305 33,208

Premise costs 6,927 97,315 46,459 21,575 172,276 138,917

Other office costs 1,092 15,337 7,322 3,400 27,151 40,288

IT, telecoms & 
equipment 2,405 33,782 16,127 7,490 59,804 39,011

Legal & professional 1,253 17,605 8,405 3,903 31,166 34,779

Bank charges 173 2,444 1,167 541 4,325 9,300

VAT 1,376 19,330 9,228 4,286 34,220 31,149

Total project costs 114,956 1,608,381 908,277 364,532 2,996,146 2,617,167

Total project  
costs 2015

93,147 1,356,774 749,776 417,470 2,617,167
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5. Grant-making
Grants of £10,000 or over were made to the following organisations:

2017  
Total

2016  
Total

£ £

UK

Association of Charitable Foundations 15,000 14,250

Substance 41,795 42,750

National Council for Voluntary Organisations 20,250 26,500

Evaluation Support Scotland 18,000 22,500

Grants < £10,000 16,856 -

Total grants 111,901 106,000

6. Net movement in funds for the year
This is stated after charging:

2017 2016

£ £

Auditors’ remuneration

audit 10,000 9,800

audit fees prior year over accrual (1,850) -

7. Trustees’ remuneration and expenses
The trustees neither received nor waived any emoluments during the year (2016: £nil) and no expenses were reimbursed  
to trustees (2016: £nil).
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8. Staff costs

2017 2016

£ £

Wages and salaries 1,579,035 1,529,281

Social security costs 167,221 162,664

Pension costs 149,068 135,699

Total 1,895,324 1,827,644

The number of employees whose emoluments, as defined for taxation purposes, amounted to over £60,000 in the year 
was as follows:

2017 2016

No. No.

£60,001 – £70,000 1 -

£70,001 – £80,000 1 2

£100,001 – £110,000 1 1

The company made contributions totalling £25,390 (2016: £26,640) during the year to a defined contribution pension 
scheme with respect to these employees.

The average number of employees during the year was 41 (2016: 40).

The average number of employees, calculated on a full-time basis, analysed by function, was:

2017 2016

No. No.

Consulting 16 18

Think tank 9 5

Development 2 3

Communications & marketing 4 5

Executive, operations & strategy 6 6

Total 37 37

The total amounts paid for salaries, fees and expenses in respect of the key management personnel of the charity were 
£454,884 (2016: £553,799). Key management personnel make up the senior management team, which consists of 
the chief executive, the chief operating officer, the interim finance director, the director of research and consulting, the 
director of communications, the director of development and the head of projects. 
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9. Related party transactions
Aggregate donations from trustees were £344,850 (2016: £246,000). More information can be found in note 2.

During the year the charity received the following from related parties:

2017 2016

£ £

Client Relationship

Big Society Capital One of NPC’s trustees is a trustee 3,400 2,745

Social Finance One of NPC’s trustees is a board member - 14,025

The Young Foundation One of NPC’s staff members is a trustee 57,873 63,048

BSC
One of NPC’s staff members is a board 
member

3,400 -

Crohn’s and Colitis One of NPC’s staff members is a trustee 8,977 -

10. Pensions
The company operates a defined contribution pension scheme. The pension cost charge for the period  
represents contributions payable by the company to the scheme and amounted to £149,068 (2016: £136,144).  
At 30 June 2017, contributions amounting to £14,215 (2016: £13,622) were payable to the scheme and are  
included in creditors.

11. Investments
The charity has an investment of £1 (2016: £1) in NPC Trading Ltd. An equivalent amount is shown in creditors. 

12. Subsidiary company
The charity owns the whole of the issued ordinary share capital of NPC Trading Ltd (registered company number 
4419576), which was incorporated and registered in England on 18 April 2003. The purpose of the subsidiary is to 
carry on business as a general commercial company to procure profits and gains for the purpose of paying them to 
New Philanthropy Capital (registered company number 4244715) or any other charitable body that succeeds to its 
charitable purpose. The company was dormant throughout the year and has not been consolidated.

The aggregate of the assets, liabilities and funds of NPC Trading Ltd was as follows: 

2017 2016

£ £

Net assets 1 1

Funds (represented by one share of £1) 1 1
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13. Debtors and prepayments

2017 2016

£ £

Trade debtors 105,252 121,099

Prepayments 48,362 59,018

Donations and fees receivable 246,543 355,732

Other debtors 1,117 1,554

401,274 537,403

14. Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

2017 2016

£ £

Trade creditors 62,966 58,147

Taxation and social security 42,781 48,858

VAT 73,576 62,900

Pensions 14,215 13,622

Grants payable - 16,500

Deferred income 264,060 31,347

Other creditors 5,005 19,668

Accruals 61,672 31,248

524,275 282,290

Deferred income consists of consultancy income billed in advance. 
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15. Analysis of net assets between funds

Unrestricted 
funds

Restricted 
funds

Total 

£ £ £

Fund balances at 30 June 2017 are represented by:

Investments 1 - 1

Current assets 1,021,152 173,384 1,194,536

Current liabilities (524,275) - (524,275)

Total net assets 496,878 173,384 670,262

Prior Year
Unrestricted 

funds
Restricted 

funds
Total 

£ £ £

Fund balances at 30 June 2016 are represented by:

Investments 1 - 1

Current assets 779,602 132,184 911,786

Current liabilities (282,290) - (282,290)

Total net assets 497,313 132,184 629,497
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16. Restricted and unrestricted funds
The funds of the charity include restricted funds. These are funds that can only be used for particular restricted purposes within 
the objects of the charity. Restrictions arise when specified by the donor or when funds are raised for particular restricted 
purposes. Unrestricted funds can be used in accordance with the charitable objects at the discretion of the trustees.

At the start  
of the year

Income Expenditure
at the end 

of the year

£ £ £ £

Restricted funds

Inspiring Impact—collaboration to improve impact measurement 
practice across charity sector

7,668 237,500 (198,360) 46,808

Data Labs—advocating for and supporting the set-up of a series of 
data labs by government

86,976 - (53,498) 33,478

Faith—research paper into faith-based charities 16,040 - (16,040) -

Data in Philanthropy—research into potential of open data in 
grant-making

13,380 - (13,380) -

State of the Sector—research into key opportunities and 
challenges for charity sector

5,000 43,500 (48,500) -

IP Project—innovation in information sharing by charities 3,120 - (3,120) -

Research into the RS Macdonald Charitable Trust’s funding themes - 18,563 (18,563) -

Trusteeship—series of seminars exploring key themes of 
governance, plus a write up of each event

- 15,080 (15,080) -

Centre for Youth Impact—advisory work for collective impact in 
youth sector

- 1,950 (1,000) 950

Digital Women’s Empowerment—identifying high impact 
opportunities for technology in women’s empowerment globally

- 20,000 (17,000) 3,000

Digital Youth—digital transformation project in the youth sector - 15,000 (1,000) 14,000

Innovations In Measurement—research and publication on the 
key innovations in measurement

- 43,000 (43,000) -

Health Foundation—research into social determinants of health - 50,000 (45,297) 4,703

John Stares—research into corporate giving - 24,850 (14,291) 10,559

What Makes a Good Charity publication - 5,000 (5,000) -

Lankelly—systems change research and theory of change - 24,205 (17,463) 6,742

Gov Lab—to explore replication of data labs in US& beyond - 6,000 (6,000) -

Impact Management Programme small grants - 70,000 (16,856) 53,144

Total restricted funds 132,184 574,648 (533,448) 173,384

Total unrestricted funds 497,313 2,462,263 (2,462,698) 496,878

Total funds 629,497 3,036,911 (2,996,146) 670,262
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17. Restricted and unrestricted funds (continued)

Prior Year
At the start  
of the year

Income Expenditure Transfer
At the end 
of the year

£ £ £ £ £

Restricted funds

What makes a good charity—
research and revisions to NPCs 
original charity analysis guide

10,000 - (10,000) - -

Digital transformation—research 
into potential for digital 
technology in charity sector

- 26,000 (26,000) - -

Inspiring Impact—collaboration 
to improve impact measurement 
practice across charity sector

6,624 208,000 (206,956) - 7,668

Cultural Commissioning 
Programme—research, events and 
contribution to steering group

- 13,020 (13,020) - -

Data Labs—advocating for and 
supporting the set-up of a series of 
data labs by government

43,973 120,851 (77,848) - 86,976

Faith—research paper into faith-
based charities

45,000 12,500 (41,460) - 16,040

Stephen Lloyd Awards—innovation 
competition

500 - (500) - -

Trusteeship—series of seminars 
exploring key themes of governance, 
plus a write up of each event

5,825 11,395 (17,220) - -

State of the Sector—research into 
key opportunities and challenges 
for charity sector

- 5,000 - - 5,000

IP Project—innovation in 
information sharing by charities

- 10,000 (6,880) - 3,120

Philanthropy Theory of Change— 
research into potential for greater 
coordination of philanthropy advice

- 15,000 (15,000) - -

Social Investment product 
development

- 25,000 (25,000) - -

Research into the RS Macdonald 
Charitable Trust’s funding themes

- 49,088 (49,088) - -

Data in Philanthropy—research 
into potential of open data in 
grant-making

- 15,000 (1,620) - 13,380

Total restricted funds 111,922 510,854 (490,592) - 132,184

Total unrestricted funds 459,588 2,164,300 (2,126,575) - 497,313

Total funds 571,510 2,675,154 (2,617,167) - 629,497
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17. Financial commitments
At 30 June 2017 the charity was committed to making the following payments under non-cancellable  
operating leases:

Land and buildings Other operating leases

2017 2016 2017 2016

within one year - 47,589 - 226

within two to five years - - - -

Total - 47,589 - 226
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18. Detailed comparatives for the statement of financial activities (2016)

Unrestricted 
Funds

Restricted  
Funds

2016  
Total

£ £ £

INCOME FROM

Donations and legacies 592,735 25,000 617,735

Charitable activities

     Consulting 1,446,702 70,415 1,517,117

     Think tank - 397,871 397,871

     Communications 118,095 17,568 135,663

Other trading activities 6,415 - 6,415

Investments 353 - 353

Total income 2,164,300 510,854 2,675,154

        

EXPENDITURE

Expenditure on raising funds 93,147 - 93,147

Expenditure on charitable activities

     Consulting 1,280,534 76,240 1,356,774

     Think tank 352,992 396,784 749,776

    Communications 399,902 17,568 417,470

Total expenditure 2,126,575 490,592 2,617,167

Net (expenditure)/income for the year before 
transfers

37,725 20,262 57,987

Balance brought forward at 1 July 459,588 111,922 571,510

Balance carried forward at 30 June 497,313 132,184 629,497
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New Philanthropy Capital
185 Park Street, London SE1 9BL
020 7620 4850
info@thinkNPC.org

@NPCthinks
 

Registered charity No 1091450
A company limited by guarantee
Registered in England and Wales No 4244715

TRANSFORMING THE CHARITY SECTOR
NPC is a charity think tank and consultancy which occupies a unique position 
at the nexus between charities and funders, helping them achieve the greatest 
impact. We are driven by the values and mission of the charity sector, to which we 
bring the rigour, clarity and analysis needed to better achieve the outcomes we all 
seek. We also share the motivations and passion of funders, to which we bring our 
expertise, experience and track record of success.

Increasing the impact of charities: NPC exists to make charities and social 
enterprises more successful in achieving their missions. Through rigorous analysis, 
practical advice and innovative thinking, we make charities’ money and energy go 
further, and help them to achieve the greatest impact.

Increasing the impact of funders: NPC’s role is to make funders more successful 
too. We share the passion funders have for helping charities and changing people’s 
lives. We understand their motivations and their objectives, and we know that 
giving is more rewarding if it achieves the greatest impact it can.

Strengthening the partnership between charities and funders: NPC’s mission 
is also to bring the two sides of the funding equation together, improving 
understanding and enhancing their combined impact. We can help funders and 
those they fund to connect and transform the way they work together to achieve 
their vision.

www.thinkNPC.org
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